Asymmetric Spherical Roller Bearings
Reliable rotor bearing supports
As a development partner to the wind turbine industry, we have been producing bearing supports for this sector for over 30 years. In partnership with our customers, we develop the most efficient bearing support for every application. The bearing support of the rotor shaft is of central importance in wind turbines. This is where all the forces act that are induced by the wind. We have consistently further developed our proven spherical roller bearings in order to increase the operating life even further.

Product characteristics
• Asymmetric contact angles
• Adjusted internal clearance
• Profiled rolling elements
• Rigid central rib

Optional customer-specific features
• Rolling elements coated with Triondur C
• Durotect B coating
• Inner ring bore diameter can be adjusted for shaft reconditioning
Advantages

- Optimum normal operation and robustness under extreme conditions due to balanced design with identical, profiled rolling elements in both bearing rows
- Reduced vibrations in the drive train due to increased axial rigidity
- Increased robustness due to reduction of parameters for contact pressure and wear
- Increased axial load carrying capacity due to asymmetric contact angles
- Interchangeable with standard bearings as they have the same dimensions

Customer benefits

- Longer operating life thanks to higher performance capability in the same design envelope ①
- Downsizing is possible thanks to the same performance capability in a smaller design envelope ②
- Lower levelized costs of electricity (LCOE)

Detailed information can be found in TPI 251.
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